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Switching interface for TI-59,
TI-58, TI-57

Many good building instructions for a
switching interface have already been
published in CHIP. Why build another
one? I was looking for a circuit that would
make it possible to control multiple chan-
nels. The display of the computer as an
interface is very suitable for this.
A 7-segment display is simple. If, for
example, lines 1 and 8 are activated, the
top segment lights up. Conversely: If the
top segment lights up, a voltage can be
tapped at 1 and 8.
This voltage is now amplified and
switches a relay. The numbers 0 to 9 can
appear in the display. Let us consider the
upper and middle horizontal segment.
The numbers 1, 4, 7, 8 are enough to
fully control two channels. The TI-58,
TI-59 models have ten digits. So 20
channels can be controlled. But there are
problems:
- The costs for 20 channels and the
workload would be high.
- 22 lines must be led outside by the
researcher.
- In extreme cases, 20 relays must be
switched through.
So I decided to expand only two chan-
nels first.

The circuit                   

The circuit diagram is very simple and
can also be set up by computer fans

who have little electronics expe-
rience.

Experimental setup of the switching interface with 2 relays

Open housing with battery for the switch interfaceSegment structure and control

Building instructions



The calculator on the printer.
The cable on the computer is the
connection to the switching interface.

General view of the system with po-
cket calculator, printer and switching
interface with connecting cables.

The circuit diagram shows the relati-
vely simple structure for the switching
interface.
The computer board shows the
connections for the interface.



External flag for TI-58/59

Building instructions

Which TI-59 player nature has not al-
ready looked enviously at the joysticks of
the TV computers with which one can
influence the game without having to
press around on a keyboard? This is now
possible with little effort for TI-59 owners!
In principle it looks like this:
A multivibrator continuously presses the
A or B key, depending on whether the
joystick is held on the left or right.
For example, you have the following pro-
gram:
LBL A
 + 1 = R / S
LBL B
 - 1 = R / S
the computer counts up or down depen-
ding on the master's will.
Here is a typical program for this inter-
face:

A Mars Landing (TI-59)                                       

You sit in the spaceship and have the
task of landing on the Mars soil, from
which you are 2000 m away. You can
see their position on the monitor (printer
strip).
The Mars soil is on the left edge.
You can regulate the speed with the
joystick.
Have fun! It's not easy!
It starts with C. For the plug connection,
plugs were chosen that are also common
in model aircraft construction, in remote
control reception systems.

Open housing for the
additional device.

Open calculator
from the back of
the computer
board.

Circuit of the additional device with the connection designations in the calcu-
lator. Use only a very small soldering iron!

Additional device for the expansion
of the calculator TI-58/59.



Program for a Mars landing with the TI-59 calculator


